
This form has been designed to gather an understanding of the overall experience of the entire cohort you are 
responsible for. However, if there are any isolated significant issues, this form can also be used to identify these and 
taken forward as feedback. 

Additionally, this form is an opportunity for students to suggest any ideas for improvement in relation to any negative 
feedback they may have raised. 

Finally, this form should also be used to highlight areas of good practice and please give examples of where this has 
taken place if possible.

Name:  

Student ID:  Date of Meeting: 

How many ‘It Starts With You’ cards informed this response?

 

How many students gave feedback for this meeting?

 

Teaching on the course 
 How do staff ensure that every student on the course understands the learning outcomes? 
 How does the course intellectually stimulate you and challenge you to achieve your best?

 

Learning Opportunities 
 What opportunities does the course provide to apply what has been learnt?
 What opportunities are available to bring different topics together and explore ideas?

 

Assessment and Feedback 
 Is the three-week feedback turn around being met regularly?
 How have the comments included in your assessment feedback enabled you to improve?
 What is your view of the marking and assessment process?

 

YOUR VOICE FORM



Academic Support 
 How accessible are staff when you have a query?
 How has the advice given to you by your academic team enabled you to progress?

 

Organisation and Management 
 Have you experienced consistent areas of under delivery with the organisation and management of your programme  
  e.g. timetabling, personal tutors not being allocated?
 How effectively are any changes communicated?

 

Learning Resources 
 What is your view of the Library and IT facilities at the University?
 How accessible are course-specific resources when needed?

 

Learning Community 
 How have you been made to feel part of a community of staff and students?
 What opportunities have you had to work with other students as part of the course and are they sufficient?

 

Student Voice 
 What opportunities have you had to provide feedback and how has it been acted on?
 How do you consider the responses that have been given to this feedback?
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